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Abstract: TradeBrains-Stock Market Simulator is a web-based application designed to educate people about 

the working of stock market and how stocks operate. The system is made to educate the people about the 

functioning of stocks and their analysis. It also helps analysing stocks with help of various methods and 

finding trends.The Stock simulator provide an excellent platform for familiarizing yourself with market 

volatility. You can observe real-time price movements and practice making sound investment decisions. As you 

gain more experience, you can gain valuable insights into the workings of the market. And ultimately, refine 

and develop your distinctive investment style.The stock simulator lets you practice buying stocks in a simulated 

environment mimicking the real stock market. By using it, you can learn about investing without risking actual 

money. It allows you to hone your skills and develop strategies before starting your stock market journey. 
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